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SIMON SCHUSTER, United States, 2012. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Original. 202 x 132 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. The follow-up to the critically acclaimed novel Platinum,
Diamond Life returns to the smoke and mirrors world of fame with brand new characters and
more true to life plotlines. Alex Maxwell s career as a journalist and celebrity ghostwriter is taking
off, but it pales in comparison to her rapper husband Birdie s multi-platinum debut and world tour.
Slowly but surely, everything they swore would never happen begins to happen--leaving Brooklyn
for a mansion in suburban New Jersey and letting a reality TV crew into their home. Birdie is
confronted time and again by the sexy groupies who pursue famous rappers, and he s forced to
make some life-changing choices. Meanwhile, the largely unknown performers Trip and Step
release their new single, and it becomes the hottest song of the year. The duo s popularity spreads
like wildfire at the expense of entertainment s leading icons--Jake and Z--who seem to be losing
their edge, their market share, and perhaps their reputations, too. Diamond Life doesn t just pick up
where Platinum left off--it reintroduces Platinum s main characters from a...
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Very helpful to all class of folks. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. You can expect to like just how the blogger create this
pdf.
-- Ma ndy La r son-- Ma ndy La r son

Absolutely essential read book. It is probably the most incredible pdf i have got read through. You will like the way the writer publish this pdf.
-- Gr if f in Hir the-- Gr if f in Hir the
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